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We are waiting for you in the birth town of
Saint Martin!
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Martineum Academy for Adult's Training
1 Karmelita str. Pf 211
Szombathely 9700, Hungary

The Martineum is named after the saint of Pannonia,
Bishop Martin. As it is known, Saint Martin lived in
the predecessor of Szombathely, born in the town of
Savaria. Szombathely welcomes all the visitors and
pilgrims who would like to learn Martin's birthplace.

The Martineum welcomes the pilgrims of Saint Martin either on foot or by bus with accommodation and
special food that is linked to Saint Martin and programs to introduce the local sights.

Accommodation • Dining

Programmes

The Martineum
was built upon a place that is rich in historical
memories. A part of the building used to be the
nunnery of the Carmelites. Earlier hermits lived
on this hill. This place is only a few meters from
the roman theatre where 1700 years ago Saint
Quirinus bishop martyr was convicted because of
his Christian belief. In the near many precious
and valuable antiquities have been found.
The surrounding hills have been used as vineyards up to our
times. This is the place where the Calvary-church was built
in the city and at the stations - leading up to the church –
there are some-hundred years old engravings. From our
time we have to mention the cross in the garden - which
rose above the Pope's altar in 1991 John Paul II.’s Szombathely visit.
In the greenbelt of the town, this quite and calm place is
perfect for introspection, ﬁlling up or organizing community events.

Our services

Our conference room is able to hold up to 200 people and
we have three smaller seminar rooms that can hold 20-25
people each.
In our 39 rooms we have 69 beds. Most of the rooms are
one or double bedded with bathroom, but some of the
rooms have common bathrooms. The accommodation always includes breakfast.
Our kitchen is able to seat 150 people and if requested
lunch and dinner is also served.

The historical walk

The Hosting
Point of the Pilgrimage

The stations of the route to Saint Martin's church:
place of the Roman time theatre
memorial of Martyr Saint Quirinus by the Perint-stream
Ruin Garden – Roman time antiquities
Saint Martin's herma in Cathedral
Museum of Diocese at Bishop's Palace
Diocese's Library at the former priest seminar
Lapidarium at the Savaria Museum
Saint Martin's church and visitor's centre with exhibitions
of the local Saint





The pilgrims of the Saint Martin's European Cultural Route
arrive to Szombathely at the Martineum where they can
ﬁnd accommodation. From this point a historical walkingroute takes the visitors through the town to Saint Martin's
Church and the visitor's centre nearby.
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